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Background
I visited Terre de Liens (TdL) in France from the 5th-8th October 2015. During this time I covered
three regions in detail with TdL staff: Ile de France, Nord Pas de Calais and Picardie and touched on
the Champagne region. I also covered a TdL overview with Veronique, the European Coordinator.  I
visited one farm in Nord Pas de Calais and two in Picardie.
This report will feed into the SFLT feasibility study.  It covers general observations about TdL, but I
have  focussed  on  regional  and  farm  case  studies  in  order  to  gain  digestible  and  comparable
examples of how TdL works.  For more of a formal overview of TdL refer to Access to Land for
Community Connected Farming.  I have also included some thoughts on application in Scotland in
the discussion.

Farming in France
France is one of the main agricultural countries of Europe, in terms of agricultural area, farming
population,  output  or  contribution  to  GDP.   The  farming structure  in  France  is  inherited from
Napoleonic code and post WWII policies.  The first resulted in many small farms which are farmer
owned.  After WWII many of these were deemed too small to be productive and a structure was
created to make an industry of commercially viable family farms.  This structure exists today as
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SAFER, which dictates who can buy a farm and theoretically prevents excessive concentration or
speculation.  However  SAFER  is  dominated  by  the  largest  farming  union  which  is  very  pro
agribusiness and has failed to prevent speculation and land concentration in some regions more
recently.
As a result of this history France has strong land market regulations and policies and institutions
supporting farmers.  Land prices are comparatively lower in most regions and trends towards land
concentration and land speculation are less intense. Additionally, the rural exodus in France was
much later; post WWII. Most people still have some connection with farming through their family.
Despite these policies, France is faced with similar challenges as the rest of Europe: farmland is
turned to non-agricultural uses, peasant farming is disappearing, new entrants are struggling to find
land and environmental damages caused by agriculture are high. Thanks to a cultural association
with food and a rich network of rural organisations, France has also been a fertile soil for civic
initiatives  and  experiments.   Community  Supported  Agriculture  (CSA)  and  other  producer
organisations  are  much more  common  than  in  Scotland.    20% of  French  farms  market  their
products directly or in short supply chains (2010).
The average farm size is 55 hectares, up from 20 hectares in 1970.  This is much smaller than the
100ha of the average Scottish farm.  The number of farms is rapidly falling: there were 2 millions in
1960 down to 490,000 in 2010: most taken over by existing farms. Most of the farms that have
disappeared  are  small  farms  and  more  recently  medium  sized  farms  to  make  way  for  larger
(100ha+) farms.
In summary, France suffers from similar issues to Scotland, but to a lesser extend and there are
stronger  policies  supporting  small  farmers  and  tenant  farmers.  There  is  a  good  network  of
organisations supporting and promoting small and organic farms.

Terre de Liens overview
TdL is a successful model for supporting access to land for peasant farmers. They own (or part own)
102 farms,  amounting  to  2300 hectares,  where  180  farmers  are  working.  This  has  been made
possible by the support of 1700 members, about 6500 (mostly individual) shareholders bringing
over €23,5 million.
TdL was created in 2003 by Sjeord Wartena.   He came from a non-agicultural background and
started a goat farm in the pre-Alps.  With his partner he learned from the older farmers in the area
and saw that the information they held was being lost.  He saw the enlargement of farms and a need
to create a structure to enable something different: and to combine organic, peasant agriculture and
biodynamic  farming.   Sjeord  talked  to  people  about  the  idea for  20  years  before  he  achieved
momentum, eventually finding interest from the green bank  La Nef,  and then from a big organic
supermarket  chain.   Sjeord  gathered  a  coalition  and  went  to  decision  makers  then  prepared a
positive message for civil society.  They proposed TdL as an organisation managing land on behalf
of civil society, one consisting of farmers themselves.
TdL was first established as a national association supporting collective ownership schemes where
farmers received contributions  from family and local  networks.  From 2007 TdL began directly
acquiring farm land. To do this they created two tools; The  Foncier, which is a private company
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limited by shares, and The Fonds, which can receive donations in cash and in kind.  The Foncier
separates those who invest capital and those who decide how to invest it and run the company. The
managing partners are jointly liable for the debt and ultimately make the decisions. They are 45%
TdL, 45% La Nef and 10% Sjeord. He established it like this so he could ultimately resolve issues
but hasn't needed to use it and is retiring his part.   
There are now regional TdL associations in almost every mainland region of France.  These are
coordinated under the national organisation but operate independently.  

Aspects of the organisation
Buying a farm
TdL buy most farms from the open market, which is regulated by SAFER.  Some farms are donated
by a retiring family or part donated if they need to pay back other children.  Some farmers make
demands when they donate the farm about what the land should be used for e.g. cattle. These can't
always be met by TdL if they are too restrictive. TdL only owns part of the land for most of their
farms. It is common for farmers to rent off several people simultaneously.  TdL may own 10 out of
40 hectares and the rest is privately rented. It is important to win the trust of the other landowners
before buying the 10 hectares.
The real target for raising money is always higher than TdL promote to the public because they
have to include lawyers fees, payments to the Goverment etc. Acquisition costs and building costs
weren't included in the price initially which has left a financial gap.  More recently, TdL has invited
farmers to invest in infrastructure themselves and they will be compensated.
TdL will only go for a farm if they have a farmer and a project for it.  They have criteria for the
farmer, the farm and a community dimension. Local support is important especially for investment
because people can invest in a particular farm.  Markets are not seen as the primary factor because it
is hard to know how they will progress with the introduction of a new farm. Some farm purchases
happen when the farm is already established, which is easier because TdL can raise money from
established networks, such as farm CSAs.
As well as buying farms TdL supports local authorities to buy farms and acts as a matchmaker for
retiring farmers to meet new entrants.
Leases, tenants and rent
Who is ready to take on a farm? Newcomers are mostly from a non-agricultural (usually urban)
background (40-60%) but also people settling from a family farm elsewhere.  New farmers find it
hard to get access to land because they are not in farming circles.  TdL report that urban people are
usually successful in continuing their farm after starting.  Normal agricultural students don't know
about TdL, they are more often found by people from a non-agricultural background.
There is a growing number of incubator farms which help prepare people for bigger farms. Funding
for these often comes from local authorities and there are other organisations which have incubators
farms.
Farmer tenancy agreements are strictly controlled by the Government in France and only certain
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things can be included.  TdL had to campaign for environmental considerations to be allowed in
leases. This was opposed by the main farming union who were worried it would impact on farmer
autonomy. They can now include certain environmental concerns into the lease e.g. organic, hedges,
old trees. 
Before writing a lease TdL do a crop visit to find out what would work well on the farm.  They have
a team of people sorting out leases including 2-3 lawyers within the organisation who can answer
internal questions. They have a tool (computer programme) to assess the environmental impact of a
farm which they do every few years to make sure farms are having a positive impact.  TdL educates
local people about the leases, to show what they are investing in or what they will be getting in their
local area when TdL buys a farm.
Rent is €120-300/hectare/year, set by the Government. This isn't adequate to pay for TdL staff costs,
which are mostly supported by regional councils.  TdL grew so fast that the infrastructure wasn't
there to pull up farmers who weren't  paying their rent and they still have some problems. They
found that farmer cooperatives are sometimes more into lifestyle growing than commercial farming.
This is a problem because the land is underused and the local people can be annoyed.
TdL provides support for newly installed farmers including helping people to set up community
farm land trusts,  and  regional  employees  visit  farms  regularly after  the purchase.   Support  for
farmers varies depending on regional capacity and individual farmer interest in the organisation.
Because farmers aren't owners of the land they can't give land as a guarantee to get a loan. This is a
problem and TdL is trying to create a structure so they can offer backing for credit. TdL also offers
advice to farmers in general. 
Investment and other finance
Members of the public can buy general TdL shares or shares for a particular farm. They are clear
that this doesn't mean they have any ownership in the actual farm, but the money goes to the central
organisation. It  makes no difference to how the money is used in reality, but it  is a fundraising
strategy and people can feel they are supporting a particular project. The decisions of whether to
buy a farm ultimately falls to the part of the organisation involved – the Fond or the Foncier.  The
target is now 75% raised locally and 25% raised nationally for most farms although it was more
nationally  to  begin  with.   Fundraising  varies:  some  farmers  do  the  fundraising  themselves  or
elsewhere regional groups do it for them. Also some 'activist shareholders' help with fundraising
because they believe in organic peasant farming.
A share costs €100.  Shareholders don't receive financial gain (at best, they receive an interest rate
equivalent to the inflation rate). People buy shares because they support what TdL is doing and
want  to  see  more  organic  peasant  farming  in  their  area.   They  can  also  get  a  tax  rebate  on
income/wealth  amounting  to  25%  of  their  investment,  although  TdL  have  a  ceiling  as  an
organisation. A condition on this rebate is that the minimum period of investment is 5 years. TdL
had to push the Government to be allowed this rebate and to keep it. They haven't found people
taking their shares out to any major extent and they have lots of return customers.  People consider
it a safe investment because they see land as a secure asset.
As well  as  individuals,  TdL receives  investment  from organisations  such as CSAs and organic
supermarkets as well as investment companies looking for an ethical investment for their portfolio.
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TdL are searching for alternative financial support at the moment because lots of their funding is
from the state or regional authorities and this is getting squeezed.
Buildings
TdL buys the farmhouse as much as possible but this isn't always feasible, so they don't own all the
farm buildings and houses used by their farmers.  There is a mix of ownership by TdL, farmers and
local authorities (they sign a leasehold contract with the council). They try to buy because if farmers
buy the house then they can keep it when they retire and it could become detached from the land.
Many of the buildings are purchased in poor condition and there is a big cost associated with repair
and maintenance.  This wasn't fully taken into account to begin with when raising money and is
currently  causing  some  issues  for  TdL.  Also,  people  are  living  in  poor  conditions  which  is  a
problem TdL is  trying  to  resolve.  Some people  are  happy to  live  in  yurts  or  other  temporary
accommodation, although there is a question of how long they will be up for doing this.
The price of a farmhouse is low because they are governed by different laws to other homes, which
makes it cheaper to buy a farmhouse if it is attached to the land. Despite this, farm buildings can
make up over 50% of the price of a farm.  Agricultural buildings linked to the land are regulated so
rent very low. This presents a financial hurdle when TdL spend a lot on buying the building but get
very little back in rent.
Volunteers
Volunteers are a big part of TdL, particularly in more populated regions where they have decent
numbers such as Ile de France.  A primary function of volunteers is regional board members.  These
are voluntary positions which meet to make decisions on the regional associations.  In regions with
more volunteers they also promote TdL by attending events and organising stalls at farmers markets
etc.  They promote the issues, raise awareness of the organisation and advertise public share offers.

Regional case studies and farm examples
Regional associations are often established by people from outside of TdL in the region or people
request TdL to set up in that region. Regional councils and representatives are often more green
than the national Government and so have often been more supportive.  TdL gain investment from
them by ensuring that they will invest a far bigger sum than the council gives.
Regional TdLs often work with other organisations in the sector and many share an office with
other  organisations  e.g.  CSAs  such  as  box  schemes,  starter  farms,  organic  farm  associations,
solidarity economy, business support, ethical finance.
The regions vary significantly.  In the north farming is dominated by large poly-culture and farm
land is very expensive with few farm sales whereas in the more mountainous areas peasant farming
is more common.  The regions have varying interaction with the central organisation, and some
organise along with other regions.  Most decisions can be made at a regional level, but buying a
farm and related transactions have to be approved by the national association.
Ile de France
IdF (12,010 km², 12 million people) is the region which surrounds Paris and so has a large urban
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population of 12 million. Despite this about 50% of the region is agricultural land.   The local
authority is involved in supporting farming, including peasant agriculture.  The regional authority
has money to buy agricultural land and owns may 100s of hectares.  Councils have given a fair bit
of money to TdL but choose the projects that they like which means a lot of time goes towards
educating new entrants.
IdF has 3 farms, one of which has a starter farm on it. People usually stay on the starter farm for 2-5
years and normally don't have major difficulty in finding farms afterwards.
There are three people employed by TdL in IdF on (i) volunteers (ii) farmers who want to retire (iii)
working with local authorities/politicians.
TdL hold welcome meetings every month for people interested in becoming a farmer. This is an
information event to tell people what it is like and what TdL does.  They also provide a 9 day course
over 9 weeks covering options for growing and information on techniques.  They split attendees
into groups to discuss the issues and meet farmers.  This is specific to IdF because they have a big
urban population so large numbers of interested people.  TdL work with 150 people who want to be
farmers, far more than there is land available. Such people find out about TdL from events and other
organisations.  Almost 100% of people who want to start want to grow vegetables and some people
are worried about who is going to do livestock and fruit farming.
Lucy's job is to organise events to promote TdL. This includes stands at events roughly every 2
weeks in Paris.  IdF has a large number of volunteers compare to other regions. They go along to
events such as farmers markets and promote TdL to the public. Getting money is not necessarily the
primary focus of these events, more just to educate about TdL, but it is a product of them. Most
money raised is small amounts from individuals but some larger sums come from companies such
as organic supermarkets.
Guillaume's job is to link up old farmers with new entrants who want to buy a farm or become a
tenant.  They do a study on the farm and organise meetings between new and old farmers. They
have to work on expectations of new and older farmers and give plenty of time to work on issues
such as the sale price of the farm.  There are problems associated with the transition because it is
difficult for new farmers to 'try out' a farm and to get funding to start out.
Nord Pas de Calais
NPC (12,410  km²,  4  million  people)  has  a  big  area  of  quality agricultural  land dominated  by
agribusiness. It is a fairly hostile region for peasant farming because land is expensive compared to
other regions and there is little land for sale. No houses are owned by TdL in this region because
they are so expensive.
TdL started in NPC in 2009.  The founder gathered together interested parties and got support from
TdL. She spent two years building a coalition and doing a feasibility study. The initial group of 15
people included those working in solidarity economy, popular education and peasant agriculture.
To start out they produced a document about farming and access to land in NPC so that people
could understand the situation.  This guide was written in order to build knowledge and get people
on side and is now used by volunteers and local authorities. Then they stated working with local
authorities early on.
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NPC is good at citizen mobilisation with many volunteers, as it is a well populated region.  They
have  a  communication  plan  and  regular  events  planned for  volunteers to  spread  the  word and
distribute flyers about the next farm purchase (Nooteboom).  There are 5 local groups in NPC. They
have info days and events to welcome new volunteers.  The volunteers are a mix of farmers and
people who are interested in farming.  At an upcoming event they are showing a film about TdL
(made by someone else). The farmers taking on Nooteboom are going to be speaking at the event as
the  face of  the  farm.  They will  talk  about  organic  farming and how people  can support  it  by
investing in  the farm.    They invite  along members,  shareholders  and volunteers  to  the event;
anyone connected to TdL and through other organisations.
Membership is €20 per year. There are 260 members in NPC and about 60 of these are involved in
volunteering for  the organisation.  Members  receive a  twice-yearly magazine which includes a
matchmaker section for people/farms (which is also on the website).
To engage  with  new farmers  TdL speak  to  students  studying organic  agriculture  (there  are 10
agricultural schools  in NPC). TdL meet 30-50 people every year  who are interested in starting
farming. They meet them individually and have an informal discussion, give advice and present the
network.  New entrants can attend group meetings where there is opportunity to get advice and
speak to other farmers.  The result of this is 1 or 2 start farming with TdL a few years later, and a
few others start by themselves.  Other organisations also direct new entrants towards TdL.
TdL had 8 farms or soon to be farms in NPC.  These include an apple/cider farm, 5 out of 40ha
organic polyculture farm and a 3ha farm and building where tenants have not been paying rent.  The
relationship between TdL and farmers varies, and is stronger in parts of the region where there are
volunteers.  Some farmers come on the board and others only have contact every couple of years.
With a new farm they visit every month to provide support.
Le Favril farm
Le Favril is 5.5ha with 2 farm buildings which TdL is about to buy for €120,000 (€8000/ha and
€40,000 for each of the buildings).  It started with the owners contacting TdL because they want to
transfer the farm to organic growers.  TdL put information on their website and sent it to interested
people.  Cecile, who is at an incubator farm, contacted TdL with her ideas. There is a CSA for
vegetables already in place on the farm and Cecile wants grow endives in the dark because she sees
a gap in the market.  She was already known from working on another TdL farm. She is going to
buy a house connected to the farm.  TdL made a movie about the farm to promote it.
The  local  authority  is  giving  €40,000  towards  the  farm  purchase.  TdL are  looking  for  both
shareholders and donations = the Foncier and the Fonds.  This is the first time that both are working
together on the same project.
Nooteboom farm
Bertand and Louise are new farmers who went to agricultural school.  They wanted to buy a farm
but came across too many problems looking for one in their local area; primarily because they aren't
in the system and don't have agricultural contacts. They have been renting a smaller farm which has
been useful as a stepping stone to learn and build contacts.   The owner offered to sell this farm to
TdL but there is too much work to do on the building and the land area is too small.  They looked at
Le Faville but think it's in a less populated area, away from their network and is too small.
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Instead they are taking on the 8ha Nooteboom Farm. They bought 5ha and TdL bought 3ha.  The
concern for TdL is that the parcels could become disconnected but B&L want to have more control
over building than they feel they will get with TdL. The owner of Nooteboom contacted TdL to say
he wanted to sell a bit of his farm. TdL got in touch with B&L who they new were looking for a
farm.  TdL arranged a meeting between B&L and SAFER, who then arranged the sale.  29 people
were in the running for the farm so support from TdL and a farmers coop helped them get it.  It cost
TdL €60,000 for 3ha, which expensive for France.
B&L rent most of their machines although now own a tractor.  They need more money to build a
shed, which will have a shop, room to dry herbs and fridges. They also need money to buy part of
the land.  They have access to young farmers subsidies (are getting €75,000 from Europe) and are
getting a loan from the agricultural bank, although this took a lot of work to get.  Planning for
buildings is difficult because it is a commuter area, so they have to prove that they need to live
there.
They sell food at a Thursday market, on the farm every Friday and at seasonal markets. They also
sell to a restaurant that wants to support local food and is happy to cook seasonally.  There is a
cooperative of 200 farms which they started out selling to, but found they could make more money
if they sold their veg themselves and the coop was too instructive on what they should grow.
Picardie
Picardie (19,400 km², 1.9 million people) is similar to NPC in that farms are very big and the region
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is dominated by agribusiness producing monocultures of cereal crops. Farms have very few hedges
or other wildlife friendly features and field sizes are large.  There is  a  trend towards increasing
concentration of farm size. Mostly land is owned by farmers but they rent within the family so it is
difficult for people outside the network to get access to farmland.  Officially land is €15,000/ha but
it  reality  people  pay double  this  because  farmers  add  on  an  illegal,  private  charge.   There  is
supposed to be control on the price of farm land by SAFER but because it is dominated by the
largest farming union there is very little in reality.
TdL was invited by the regional council  to  start up in Picardie.   This is  down to Green Party
members which support peasant farming, although the Conservative Party is the majority party.
Alexandre worked for the Peasant Farmers' Union before coming to TdL when it was established in
Picardie. It  is quite a rural region with a low population and as a result has fewer resources to
promote TdL and raise money. Alexandre is the only employee in Picardie, so everything takes
longer than other regions.  They only have a handful of active volunteers, so Alexandre has to do a
lot of the awareness raising etc. himself.  TdL has three farms, and on average it takes three years to
raise the money and sort out all the logistics for each project.  They work with potential farmers for
this  time and  see  them about  once  a  month  after installation.  There are also  few networks  or
organisations supporting peasant agriculture in this region.
Rouvroy-les-Merles Farm
Rouvroy is a 10ha farm with one person (Edwin) working growing wheat, spelt and rye.  He has a
small mill for making flour which he sells and bakes into bread in a brick bread oven he built.  He
delivers bread directly to people via a CSA and has a farm shop open twice a week.  With the CSA
people pay for  six  months.  Edwin is  converting to  organic.   He got  a  bank loan for  the mill
equipment, bought it all second hand including grain silos and a tractor.  It was hard to get a loan
and he got some financial support from the regional council but the land isn't big enough to get state
support (although this is to change).
Rouvroy was a bigger farm which was split up, the rest of the farm going to local farmers. Rent is
decided by SAFER. €5000 for all the fields and buildings; €200/ha for the fields.  The farm cost
€350,000 for the farm buildings, 2 houses and land (€7000/ha for the land) raised over three years.
They need €100,000 to repair the roof, which has been planned for in the fundraising.  
Edwin met TdL when he was studying at agricultural school and another student looking for land to
grow on told him about TdL.  He got in touch and TdL set up this project.
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Online advert for Rouvroy-les-Merles (google translated)

Pontz des Met Farm
This is a 10ha farm owned by the city of Amiens.  It employs Manu and Guy full time, who both
live in Amiens. Manu called TdL saying that he wanted to find land to grow next to Amiens so that
he could still live at home. Before he was a technical adviser to organic farmers. He knew about
TdL because he's interested in NGOs working in the area.  A member of TdL informed Alexandre
about the farm and TdL then called the city council to suggest Manu's project.  TdL worked with the
council to arrange the purchase of the farm by the city and helped to get growers on the farm.  The
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project took 3 years to arrange.  The city has a green mayor who was supportive of the project.
Another city saw this example and have copied them.  It is a water protection zone, so building was
restricted and they had to fight to be allowed polytunnels.

The farm is organised by a board which makes decisions and employs staff. The board meets every
two months. They have a CSA and a farm shop on site. 40 families have signed up to the CSA,
paying €10/15 per week and picking up from the farm shop twice a week.  They attend a local
farmers market on Thursdays with other producers.  As well as the CSA they have a text system,
where they send out to a list of 180 people that they have vegetables and about 60 people take every
week, collecting from a local bar.  They sell extra cabbages and pumpkins to a middle market coop.
They also work with a coop of people from a poor part of town. People work on the farm once a
week and are paid in vegetables which the coop shares out.  
The  lease  for  9  years,  automatically  renewed.  This  is  a  normal  lease  in  France.  It  includes
environmental concerns in contract, particularly a requirement to be organic.
Champagne-Ardenne
It is a similar story for the Champagne region (25,610 km2, 1.3 million people) to Picardie; lots of
big farms and agri-industrial farming predominates. Also this region has only one employee and a
small number of volunteers.  The Champagne TdL is quite a new association with 50 members and
a board of 16 directors.  
There are two farms in the Champagne Region: 
- 9.5ha vegetable farm which TdL owns 8.5ha.  4 people grow food for schools and a CSA.
- 5ha farm with 2-3 people on it.
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They focus on supporting new farmers to gain access to land, raising public awareness of TdL and
land  issues  and  educating  local  communities  around  land  use.  TdL is  promoted  though  CSA
networks, organic farmers and environmental organisations.  Money for new farms is raised from
inside networks and outside by hosting public meeting and promote farms to the press.  For the first
farm purchase they did lots of promotion to the public to raise the profile and then used their own
networks more for the second.

Discussion
TdL presents a strong example of an NGO which is directly enabling access to land for small-scale
farming.   The  organisation  has  become  a  'movement'  which  employees,  volunteers  and  some
farmers feel strongly part of.  They now have the track record and name to lean on decision makers
to make policy changes which support peasant farming.
The situation in France is different to Scotland in a number of important ways.  The ownership
structure of land is less concentrated, with farms predominantly owned by farmers, and an absence
of very large estates.   They have a strong policy structure which supports peasant  farmers and
people in general are move connected to food production. There are however many similarities,
particularly with the regions in the north of France such as Picardie.   The general  trend of the
enlargement of farms, rising price of farm land and dominance of agribusiness are all present in
these regions.  The price tag of €20,000 per hectare in NPC is more expensive than farm land in
Scotland.  As such there are many aspects of TdL which could be adapted to Scotland.
The message TdL has promoted to the public has been important in gaining investment and support.
They have put themselves across as representatives of civil society looking after land on behalf of
the public. It is a safe place for people to invest their savings and TdL spend it well supporting local
farmers producing local organic food.  They make it very clear that people who buy shares are
investing in the organisation which decides how to spend the money on their behalf.  Getting a clear
message across will be important.  Where local organic food is the hook in France, land reform may
be a strong hook in Scotland.  We should focus on people and groups who are likely to support food
production and land reform.
TdL has fought for certain things which helped the organisation, particularly giving investors a tax
rebate on income tax.  It may be necessary to achieve some small policy changes or at least political
support in order to make significant progress.  The support of local councils has been important to
TdL and this could prove instrumental in issues such as planning.  TdL went to decision makers
with a coalition and we should look to create similar backing.
TdL are  reviewing  their  funding  sources  for  operational  costs,  which  they  mostly  get  from
dwindling  local  authority  budgets.   It  is  unlikely  that  many  councils  in  Scotland  would  be
forthcoming with big financial support at the moment considering the squeeze on council budgets.
This is an area where planning for sustainable funding will be important.  Seeking funding from
grant making institutions may be suitable in the short term, but other options need explored in the
long term.  There are fewer restrictions on rent in Scotland and it may be possible to source more
income from rent without compromising farmers.  
TdL find local mobilisation important for fundraising as well as gaining support for new farms. The
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local/national  structure  of  TdL works  well  for  creating  a  central,  unified  voice  and  financial
structure as well as a local face for farmers and the public.  They educate local people about what
they are getting in their area and welcome new volunteers and new entrants.  Creating access points
to  welcome such  people  in  Scotland  would help build  the  organisation  and a  network  of  new
entrants.  An urban centre would be likely to achieve the biggest reach and associating closely with
other organisations based in cities has proved useful in France.  A good network will allow the
selection of  more suitable new entrants.  The  farmers  I  met were very determined and good at
raising their own funds, we should look for people who are likely to create strong projects.
Buildings is a big issue which is causing difficulties for TdL, primarily because of the repair cost of
old farm buildings.  It will be important to plan for buildings in repair and maintenance, lawyers
and  other  transaction  fees  in  fundraising.   Buildings  are  very  expensive  in  Scotland  and  not
associated with farm land like in France so this presents an even greater challenge to us.  TdL use
many multi-ownership structures for the farms and farm buildings. This enables more to happen
than if they bought every farm and building outright.  Particularly with buildings we need to be
imaginative about ownership structures. In Nor Pas de Calais they don't own any of the houses
because they cost so much; farmers own their own accommodation which removes the cost for TdL
entirely.
Despite TdL owning a large number of Farms over the whole country, on a regional scale they often
own just a handful. Scotland is a much smaller country, even smaller if you only consider areas of
good farm land. Consequently, it may be helpful to hold realistic expectations. Picardie, which is
much larger than the regions of Scotland (Perthsire 5286km2, Fife 1,325 km2) only has the capacity
to buy a farm once every 3 years.  
It appears that raising money and organising new farms depends on the number of staff members,
volunteers, an active board, other organisations and a supportive local authority.  In many of the
rural  areas  of  Scotland where populations  are very low it  may be  difficult  to  mobilise  a  large
number of volunteers.  There are far fewer organisations supporting peasant or organic farming in
Scotland. However Scotland is a small country with big populations in relatively close proximity to
the countryside.  Urban centres are likely to be important in raising the profile of new projects.
Also there is an increasing number of organisations working on land reform and food issues, as well
as established NGO networks on environmental and human rights issues.  It  may be possible to
achieve wide support from established networks.   In  gaining such support  we need some good
examples of the kind of farms we want to create and some determined new entrants.
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